A Thorn In the Side: No. 4 Troop of No. 1 Commando had captured Hill 170, which overlooked Kangaw and its vital road junction. With help from a platoon of Sherman III (a) tanks, can they hold off the Japanese Tank Hunters?

One Last Victory: With the 157th Infantry Regiment having occupied Reipertswiller and repulsed a German attack earlier that week, elements of SS-Gebirgsjäger-Rgt. 11 launched a new counterattack. Can the tired GIs hold the town?

A Deadly Landscape: Deadly indeed was the front close to the storage tank farm in the Barrikady near the Volga, as the snipers of both the Russian 95th and German 305th Divisions were very active. Which side will tally the most kills?

March on Marche: With the Blitzkrieg in full throttle, Rommel’s 7th Panzer Division had crossed the Ourthe River with pontoon bridges in their westward advance. Can the French 4e DLC stop the Panzers at Marche?

Greetings from the Bunker: In this new PDF issue we have four new action-packed scenarios for your ASL enjoyment. Carl Nogueira continues his always-popular Tactical Tips with a huge, 7 page Part 2 of ‘Look Out Below!’ Ralph McDonald tells all in ‘How ASL and The Bunker Saved My Life.’ We’ll have previews of the Albany Tourney and a review of the Tussle in the Tundra. I’ll also have the Nor’eastern review and a preview of the Bunker Bash along with all our usual features.